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ABSTRACT There is a cold-start problem in the recommendation system field, which is how to profile
new users and new items. The popular recommendation algorithm is an important solution to the cold-
start problem. In this paper, we propose a new joint deep network model with auxiliary semantic learning
for the popular recommendation algorithm (DMPRA). First, we define the items with a large quantity of
review data and high ratings as the popular recommended items. Second, we introduce text analysis into
the popular recommendation algorithm. We use the optimized CharCNN networks to learn the auxiliary
semantic vectors from the users’ reviews. Then, we use the Factorization Machine (FM) component and
deep component to learn the corresponding vector representations of the items’ attribute features. We use
convolution to simulate the interaction of hidden latent vectors. This method can make the vectors interact
more satisfactorily than traditional interactive representation methods. Finally, we provide the users with a
reasonable popular recommendation list. The experimental results show that our algorithm can improve the
AUC (area under the ROC curve) and Logloss (cross-entropy) of the popular items’ prediction. In addition,
we provide relevant explanations for some useful phenomena.

INDEX TERMS Popular recommendation algorithm, joint deep network, semantic learning

I. INTRODUCTION

RECOMMENDATION systems help people obtain de-
sired results more easily. In fact, there are still many

difficulties, such as the cold-start problem. It is difficult for
the model to learn the representations of a new user. It is
also difficult to learn the representations of the recommended
items that are rarely scored. One solution is the popular
recommendation algorithm. The algorithm can recommend
a popular item list to users. Then, the recommendation sys-
tem will switch to the personalized recommendation module
when a certain quantity of user data is collected. There is
a long-tailed distribution of rated items applicable to many
commercial systems. The small number of most popular
items has the majority of ratings [1]. The popular recom-
mendation algorithm can solve parts of the recommendation
problem [2]. However, popularly recommended items do not
indicate that the majority of users like the item. Only those
items that the majority of users really like should be recom-
mended by popular recommendation algorithms. Those items

promoted by businesses for false propaganda should not be
evaluated by many people before people realize that they are
not worth being widely recommended. It should be realized
in a short time that the items are not popular items, which
can save time and efficiency for the users. By identifying the
real popular recommendation list, we can improve the quality
of the popular recommendation algorithm. Otherwise, it will
waste the time of the users.

At present, an increasing number of users generate various
comments when they use various mobile applications. Social
psychology [3] shows that a user’s satisfaction will affect
the satisfaction of other users. Therefore, the analysis of
users’ comments has great importance. Researchers have
proven that introducing comment information can improve
the prediction of the recommendation system. The introduc-
tion of comment information explains why users give good
or bad reviews. However, review information has not been
introduced into the popular recommendation algorithm.

At present, the quality of items provided by the popular
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recommendation module is unbalanced, which makes it dif-
ficult to ensure the effect when new users join. False scores
and early-stage merchant promotions lead to an increase in
the rating of items over a short period of time. This intro-
duces more people with different preferences. Eventually, the
score of poor items will gradually decrease. For example,
junk movies that have famous directors, actors, and many
production funds can obtain a high viewing volume by good
early promotion in the early stage. They would be proven as
a junk movie after being watched by many people. However,
it wastes the users’ time. In this paper, we introduce text
analysis into the popular recommendation algorithm, which
can improve the quality of recommendations. The main con-
tributions are summarized as follows:

1) This paper proposes a new joint deep network model
with auxiliary semantic learning for the popular recom-
mendation algorithm. First, we use items with a large
quantity of review data and high ratings as popular
recommended items. It is a more reasonable definition
of popular items. We analyze the users’ reviews in a
fine-grained way by the optimized CharCNN networks.
The networks can learn the auxiliary semantic vectors.
Then, we select the important attributes of the items.
We use the Factorization Machine (FM) component and
deep component to learn the corresponding vector rep-
resentations. We combine the vectors in the shared layer.
Finally, we predict whether the item is a popular item.
Our experimental results demonstrate that the algorithm
can improve the quality of the popular recommendation
module.

2) In the traditional neural network, there are several meth-
ods of vector interaction, such as element-by-element
vector multiplication and vector union policy. However,
vectors interact only once in those ways, which has
the problem of insufficient vectors’ interaction. In the
shared layer at the top of the three models, we use
the convolution to learn the appropriate representation
of the item, which allows the hidden latent vectors
to interact more sufficiently than traditional interactive
representation methods. Our experiments show that the
method is effective.

3) The effect of learning the auxiliary semantic vector from
the users’ reviews can influence the performance of
the popular recommendation module. We notice some
useful phenomena in the experiments. For example, the
improvement on the Douban Dataset is larger than that
on the Yelp Open Dataset and Amazon product data. We
also provide relevant explanations.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents related work. Section III describes the proposed
popular algorithm. Section IV introduces the detail of our
experiments. Section V discusses results in this paper. The
conclusions are presented in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK
Recommendation system can be used to predict whether
users are interested in a certain item under the current large-
scale data flooding. The cold-start problem has always been
the attention of the academic circles. In addition to the pop-
ular recommendation algorithm, there are many traditional
solutions. The authors in [4] believed that the integration
of language knowledge represents users’ interests more ef-
fectively than traditional keyword-based profiles. They com-
bined the machine learning algorithm with the relevance
feedback method. They adopted a word sense disambigua-
tion strategy based on vocabulary knowledge stored in the
WordNet vocabulary database to obtain a semantic outline.
They filled the missing score with context information. The
author in [5] considered three cold-start problems: 1) sug-
gestions for new users’ existing projects; 2) suggestions for
existing users’ new projects; 3) suggestions for new users’
new projects. They proposed a regression model based on
predictive features. It could utilize all available information
of users and projects, such as users’ demographic information
and project characteristics, to solve the cold-start problem.
The algorithm was effectively extended to a linear function of
the number of observations. The author in [6] suggested that
users should fill in the mass of information at the beginning
of their login, which could solve the cold-start problem.
They developed an iterative optimization algorithm. The
experimental results on three benchmark recommendation
datasets showed that the proposed algorithm was superior to
the existing cold-start recommendation methods. The author
[7] used hidden Dirichlet distribution to cluster users, which
could solve the cold-start problem in the APP recommended
scene. The target users who seek advice were mapped to
the potential groups. They estimated the likelihood that users
would like the application by using the transfer relationship
between the potential groups and the applications. The author
in [8] proposed a book recommendation model that combined
the datasets of students’ course selection and collaborative
filtering algorithm. It solved the cold-start problem that the
target users did not have the borrowing records. Their model
generated book recommendation lists for the target users by
making use of the target users’ course selection records and
the borrowing datasets of the old users. They compared the
effects of different parameter settings on the algorithm.

In recent years, many researchers used deep learning meth-
ods to solve the cold-start problem in the recommendation
systems. The authors [9] proposed a new attention model to
unify Collaborative Filtering Recommendation and Content-
based Recommendation in both warm and cold scenarios.
They proposed a novel cold sampling learning strategy. The
authors in [10] proposed the Purchase Intent Session-bAsed
algorithm. It is a content-based algorithm that predicts the
purchase intent in cold start session-based scenarios. Exper-
iments showed that PISA performed better than the compet-
itive baseline when introducing new projects. The combina-
tion of PISA and baseline can further improve performance in
non-cold start scenarios. The authors in [11] proposed a new
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framework of the hybrid recommendation system based on
the automatic encoder, which combined information of users
and projects.

Numerous scholars have found that text analysis played
an important role in determining users’ behavior and pref-
erences. In the process of information recommendation, full
consideration of users’ emotional orientation and emotional
state can better meet the needs of users. In 2007, the authors
in [12] firstly analyzed the influence of the subjective and
objective tendency of reviews. The authors in [13] proposed
a recommendation system based on the sentiment analysis
of sentences extracted from social networks. It is an algo-
rithm that depends on the adverb found in the sentence.
The authors in [14] proposed the Explicit Factor Model.
It produced explainable suggestions while maintaining high
prediction accuracy. The dominant features and user opinions
of products were extracted through the phrase-level emotion-
al analysis of user comments. The authors in [15] designed
a recommendation system with semantic feature extensions.
They extracted keywords by using jieba word segmentation
system and sorted the keywords to expand the dimensions of
the video feature vector.

In summary, there are many methods to address the cold-
start problem. Many methods need corresponding precondi-
tions. The popular recommendation algorithm is an algorithm
without corresponding preconditions. In addition, text analy-
sis technology can improve the quality of recommendation
systems. However, text analysis technology has not been
introduced into popular recommendation algorithms. We pro-
pose a more convenient and direct popular recommendation
algorithm. It combines the users’ reviews and the important
attributes of items. It can effectively use the wisdom of users
and the attributes of items to provide users with a reasonably
popular recommendation list.

III. PROPOSED RECOMMENDER ALGORITHM
In this paper, we propose a popular recommendation algo-
rithm that combines the attributes of items and the features
extracted from users’ reviews. An implementation scheme
of the recommendation algorithm is shown in Figure 1. The
popular recommendation algorithm model consists of three
parts: the FM component, the deep component, and the Char-
CNN component. The FM component and deep component
use the attributes of items as input. The CharCNN component
uses the users’ reviews as input. We summarize the stages of
the popular recommendation algorithm in Algorithm 1. We
discuss the design of the popular recommendation algorithm
from scratch in this section.

A. THE EMBEDDING LAYERS

Our experimental datasets combine the users’ reviews and the
important attributes of items. We process the users’ reviews
as a sequence of encoded characters. We use CharCNN to
learn deeper hierarchical features from the users’ reviews.
The important attributes of items are sparse. Another em-

Algorithm 1 Training process
Input: Item data
Output: Predict whether the item is the popular item

1: Step 1:Data processing
2: Convert users’ reviews to character level and extract

attribute features of items;
3: Step 2:Create model
4: Create the popular recommendation model;
5: Step 3:Train and validate model
6: while stopping criterion is not met do
7: Train the model until convergence;
8: Minimize the training loss based on the output loss;
9: end while

10: Step 4:Test model
11: Test fine-tuned model using the test dataset;
12: return compute the AUC.

bedding layer is used to compress the input of attributes to
low-dimensional vectors.

B. ARCHITECTURE
We aim to predict whether an item is a popular item. We pro-
pose a popular recommendation model. The model consists
of three parts: the FM component, the deep component, and
the CharCNN component. Each part learns the corresponding
latent vector of the input. The shared layer on the top of the
three parts is used to let the latent vectors interact. Finally,
the combined prediction model predicts whether the item is a
popular item.

1) FM COMPONENT
The authors in [16] proposed the FM component to learn
feature interactions in the recommendation field. The FM
component can allow parameter estimation under very sparse
data. Since it has linear complexity by optimizing in the
primal, it can capture order-2 feature interactions more ef-
fectively than previous approaches. The FM component of
degree d = 2 is defined as follows.

ŷ(x) = w0 +

n∑
i=1

wixi +

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=i+1

< vi, vj > xixj (1)

Here, w0 ∈ R, w ∈ Rn, V ∈ Rn×k, and < ., . > is the dot
product of two vectors of size k, is defined as follows.

< vi, vj >:=
k∑

f=1

vi,f · vj,f (2)

The dot product of two vectors represents the impact of
order-2 feature interactions.

2) DEEP COMPONENT
The deep component in our model is inspired by Cheng’s
method [18]. They applied a feed-forward neural network
on the field embedding vectors. They converted the sparse
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FIGURE 1. The popular recommendation algorithm. We reuse some symbols in [17]

high-dimensional features into a low-dimensional and dense
real-valued vector. They fed the embedding vectors into the
forward pass as follows.

a(l+1) = f(W (l)a(l) + b(l)) (3)

Here, l is the layer number and f is the activation function.
a(l), b(l), and W (l)are the activations, bias and model weights
at l-th layer.

3) CHARCNN COMPONENT
Compared with other models that extract features from user
reviews, the CharCNN component extends more easily to
many human languages. We trained the networks by using

gradient backpropagation [19]. The architecture of the Char-
CNN module is shown in Figure 2. We created an alphabet,
including 26 English letters and 10 digits: Alphabet =“abcde-
fghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789". The frame of the input
vectors is equal to the length of the alphabet. We used the
alphabet to quantize each character by 1-of-m encoding. As
CharCNN can learn simple quantization from textual signals,
we fed this input to CharCNN without other normalization.
The filter in Convolutional Neural Networks is defined as
w ∈ R(h∗k), where h is the number of vertical characters
and k is the dimension of a character vector. The feature Si is
generated from a window of characters ai:i+h−1. The process
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FIGURE 2. The CharCNN component which was inspired by the authors in
[20]

is defined as follows.

Si = f(w ∗ ai:i+h−1 + b) (4)

Here, b is the offset and f is the activation function. Then
we use max-pooling to extract the local optimal features. The
process is defined as follows.

f(x) = max(0, x) (5)

We use fully connected layers to obtain high-dimensional
vectors. We prove that the CharCNN module could extract
semantic feature vectors effectively in [21].

4) The Shared Layer
The three outputs of the above three components represent
the features of items. Since they can be viewed in different
feature spaces, they cannot be comparable. Thus, we map
them into the same feature space by the shared layer. We con-
struct the vectors’ interaction as interactive representations.
Each element produces only one interaction in the traditional
interactive representations, such as concatenating xi and xj

into a single vector ẑ = (xi, xj).
Some researchers found that they should model all nested

variable interactions. The authors in [22] used FM [23] as the
estimator of the corresponding rating. They put ẑ as the FM
input. The authors in [24] added a two-way interaction layer
in addition to applying DNNs on the embedding vector. Their
model included both bitwise and vectorwise interaction,
which is called PNN. We believe that there is insufficient
interaction in the current interactive representations.

In the shared layer at the top of the three models, we
convolve two vectors to learn the appropriate representation
of the items’ feature. We use the output of the CharCNN
component as the input of convolution. We concatenate the
output of the FM component and the output of the deep
component as the convolution kernel of the convolution. The
convolution process is shown in Figure 3. This approach has

two advantages. First, it does not increase the scale of the
parameters. Second, each element interacts many times dur-
ing the interactive representations. Therefore, we can extract
more diverse interactive representations by this approach.
Since the step length of the convolution is 1, the dimension
of convolution interactive representations is equal to the
dimension of convolution input. We use a fully connected
layer to map the convolution output to the final output, which
can predict whether the item is a popular item. We use
the differentiation chain rule to compute the parameters in
different layers.

IV. EVALUATION
A. DATASETS AND DATA PREPROCESSING
In this section, we experimented with the popular recommen-
dation algorithm on the following three datasets.

1) Yelp Open Dataset
The Yelp Open Dataset [25] has been widely used in the
recommendation field. We used the tool – Yelp’s Academic
Dataset Examples [28] to convert the dataset from JSON to
CSV format. We sorted the records in the review table by
the key ′date′. We recorded the number of reviews in the
review table according to the key ′business_id′. Since the
business table had the key ′stars′, we deleted the column of
keys ′stars′ in the review table. We merged the information
into the business table and the review table by associating the
primary key ′business_id′. Then, we stored them in the same
table structure to assure that each line of data combined the
users’ reviews and the important item attributes. To match
as much data in the real scene as possible, we defined the
proportion of positive samples to approximately 0.05. We
chose the items for which the value of the key ′stars′ was
more than 4, and the value of the number of reviews was
more than 68 as the popular items in the Yelp Open Dataset.

2) Amazon product data
The Amazon product data [26] contain product reviews and
metadata from Amazon. We chose some subsets for experi-
mentation. We used ′reviews_V ideo_Games.json.gz′ and
′metadata.json.gz′ (3.1GB). We converted the two datasets
from JSON to CSV format. First, we sorted the records in the
review by the key ′reviewTime′. We recorded the number
of the items’ reviews according to the key ′asin′. Then,
we computed the average rating. We extracted the digital
information from the key ′salesRank′, which was used as
the new key ′rank′ representing the sales ranking. Next, we
merged the two tables by associating primary keys ′asin′ to
ensure that each line of data combined the users’ reviews and
the item attributes. We also defined the proportion of positive
samples as approximately 0.05. We chose the items for which
the value of the key ′rank′ was less than 2,000, the value of
the number of reviews was more than 40 and the value of the
key ′overall′ was more than 4 as the popular items in the
Amazon product data.
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TABLE 1. The statistics of the datasets.

class Positive Negative Total
Yelp Open
Dataset

10818 181788 192606

Amazon prod-
uct data (se-
lected)

509 10163 10672

Douban
Dataset

379 6390 6769

3) Douban Dataset

The Douban Dataset [27] was collected from the Douban
website. It is an important social app in China. The user group
included professional film critics and ordinary film viewers.
The datasets that we collected from the website included
name, director, actor, screenwriter, rating, and users’ reviews.
Ten was the full rating, and 6 was the passing rating of a
movie in the Douban score. If the average rating of a film
was lower than 6, it indicated that the film was not in line
with the expectation of the users. In the off-line experiment,
we selected films with scores greater than 7 and more than
20,000 reviews as popular films. Other films were negative
samples in our off-line experiments. The statistics of the
datasets are shown in Table 1.

We wanted to prove that our algorithm improves the qual-
ity of the popular recommendation module by analyzing the
comments of a small number of users. Since later reviews

could cause a posterior probability problem, we selected
and analyzed the early reviews of the corresponding films
according to the time. Additionally, it matched the usage in
real scenes. We selected one-tenth of the total reviews. At
the same time, we chose the important item attributes. The
training set used 80% of each dataset. We used 10% of each
dataset as the validation set. The rest were used for the test
set. We predicted whether the item was a popular item.

B. METRICS
We used two metrics to measure the quality of the recom-
mendation algorithm: AUC (area under the ROC curve) and
Logloss (cross-entropy). The AUC was used to measure the
quality of the binary classification model. The classifier with
a larger AUC is more effective. Logloss was used to measure
the distance between the predicted result and the true label.

C. BASELINES
We compared the performance of our popular recommen-
dation algorithm (DMPRA) with three models: FM, DNN
and DeepFM. Researchers [17] compared the performance
of their DeepFM model with several models: LR, FM, FNN,
PNN (three variants) and Wide&Deep. Moreover, they found
that the DeepFM performed better than the others in the
AUC and Logloss for CTR prediction, which could prove that
the model was a highly competitive baseline. Therefore, we
used it as a baseline in this paper’s scene for comparison. In
addition, to prove the effectiveness of the joint model, we also
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TABLE 2. Performance on the popular recommendation algorithm.

Model name AUC Logloss
Yelp Open Dataset

FM 0.9026 0.2561
DNN 0.9162 0.2312
DeepFM 0.9198 0.2283
DMPRA 0.9278 0.2156

Amazon product data (selected)
FM 0.7682 0.2193
DNN 0.7763 0.1928
DeepFM 0.7801 0.1786
DMPRA 0.7886 0.1761

Douban Dataset
FM 0.6376 0.1189
DNN 0.6595 0.1025
DeepFM 0.6669 0.0883
DMPRA 0.7346 0.0656

showed the individual results of the two components: FM and
DNN.

D. EXPERIMENT
The best experimental results of the popular recommendation
algorithm were compared with the baselines in this section.
We also tuned the effects of the baselines to their best
performance. The length of the CharCNN model’s input was
set according to the experimental datasets and the exper-
imental environment. The length l was 3,000 in the Yelp
Open Dataset. The length l was 3,500 in the Amazon product
data. The length l was 7,000 in the Douban Dataset. It was
ignored when the length of the CharCNN’s input exceeded
l. We used the zeros to fill the input when the length was
less than l. The results are shown in Table 2. It shows
the performance of AUC and Logloss on the three datasets
with different methods. We can see that the performance of
our popular recommendation algorithm (DMPRA) is better
than those methods. We can see that the improvement on
the Douban Dataset is larger than that on the Yelp Open
Dataset and Amazon product data. A possible explanation is
that many restaurants have too few reviews, and many video
games have too few reviews. The users’ review information
was introduced into the popular recommendation algorithm
by extracting text features. Since the zeros could introduce
more useless information, we chose the small length of the
CharCNN’s input on the Yelp Open Dataset and Amazon
product data, which could influence the effect of learning
auxiliary semantic vectors from the users’ reviews.

To test the effect of the vector interaction, we also ex-
perimented with the different methods of interaction in the
FM&DNN model, which named them FM&DNN (concat),
FM&DNN (FM), and FM&DNN (CNN). In addition, we
also distinguished three variants of DMPRA, which named
them DMPRA (concat), DMPRA (FM), and DMPRA (CN-
N). We concatenated the output of the FM component and
the output of the DNN component in FM&DNN (concat).
We concatenated the output of three components in DMPRA
(concat). FM&DNN (FM) and DMPRA (FM) were inspired

TABLE 3. Comparing AUC of the model’s variants.

Model Yelp Open
Dataset

Amazon product
data (selected)

Douban Dataset

FM&DNN(concat) 0.9198 0.7801 0.6669
FM&DNN(FM) 0.9152 0.7756 0.6636
FM&DNN(CNN) 0.9233 0.7846 0.7173
DMPRA(concat) 0.9278 0.7886 0.7346
DMPRA(FM) 0.9236 0.7847 0.7317
DMPRA(CNN) 0.9316 0.7931 0.7437

by Zheng’s work [22]. We concatenated the corresponding
output. Then, we used it as the FM input. FM&DNN (CNN)
and DMPRA (CNN) used the convolution interaction for vec-
tor interaction. Table 3 shows the experimental results. We
can see that the performance of our convolution interaction
method is better. The results show that our methods allow
the hidden latent vectors to interact with each other more
sufficiently.

V. DISCUSSION

It is difficult for the recommendation model to learn the
representations of the new users and the representations of
the recommended items that are rarely scored. Most solu-
tions to solve the cold-start problem need corresponding
preconditions. One solution is the popular recommendation
algorithm without corresponding preconditions. However,
the traditional popular recommendation algorithms provide
the items with unbalanced quality. It is difficult to ensure the
effect when new users join. The users’ comments will explain
why users like the item or dislike the item. The text analysis
can play a better role to improve the quality of the popular
recommendation algorithms. Therefore, introducing the text
analysis into the popular recommendation algorithm could
provide a novel idea for the development of recommendation
systems. The experimental results show progress made in
the popular recommendation algorithm. This paper focuses
on optimizing the popular recommendation algorithm by
analyzing users’ reviews. We proposed a new joint deep net-
work model with auxiliary semantic learning for the popular
recommendation algorithm. We used optimized CharCNN
networks to analyze the users’ reviews. We used the FM com-
ponent and deep component to learn the corresponding vector
representations of the items’ attribute features. We combined
the vectors in the shared layer. We predicted whether the item
was a popular item. However, some challenges remain. The
types of movies and the viewing habits of users in different
regions and ages have not been fully considered. Considering
more evaluation indicators will make the recommendation
algorithm more powerful. For example, efficiency is a key
factor in a large-scale recommendation scene. In addition, the
detection of false comments can be taken into account.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In order to recommend a better popular item list to users, we
have proposed the popular recommendation algorithm. We
introduced the text analysis into the popular recommendation
algorithm. The optimized CharCNN networks were used to
learn the auxiliary semantic vector from the users’ reviews.
We used FM component and deep component to learn the
corresponding vector representations of the items’ attribute
features. We used the shared layer at the top of the three
components to model all variable interactions. The shared
layer used the convolution to let the hidden latent vectors in-
teract with each other. In addition, we have provided relevant
explanations for some useful phenomena in our experiments.

Our method performed better than the baseline methods
in the popular recommendation field. The future work will
research on choosing appropriate users’ review.
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